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8.4 Modeling approach for safety of high activity waste disposal
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This paper presents two examples of numerical modeling studies performed by
IRSN for assessing geochemical interactions and the role of engineered barriers for
the confinement of radionuclides. These examples illustrate the ability of numerical
calculations to contribute to the long-term safety assessment approach. In the first
example, disturbances and interactions between cementitious materials, bentonite
and clayey host rock are tackled by numerical calculations at process level that
enable addressing main issues of interest for performance assessment, e.g.
extension and intensity of mineralogical transformations and alkaline plume
spreading in the vicinity of the disposal tunnels. Once main disturbances and their
effects on confinement properties of repository barriers have been identified and
quantified, one may assess the role of each barrier on the overall safety of the
repository for various scenarios of evolution. This assessment is tackled by
integrated level calculations allowing quantifying radionuclide confinement
performance of the whole repository for different stages of alteration of its
components. The second example highlights the role played by bentonite
engineered barriers, plugs and seals as hydraulic and migration barrier in presence
of an excavation damaged zone around the vaults, drifts and shafts for different
hydrogeological settings.
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1. Introduction

In the framework of the Law of 1991 on radioactive waste that defines the main researches to be
carried out for radioactive waste management of high level and medium level long-lived wastes, the
French agency for nuclear waste management (ANDRA) is mandated to evaluate the feasibility of
geological repository. In this context, Andra implements an underground laboratory in the clayey Bure
site (east of France) and performs other investigations in relation with development of design options
for underground disposal facilities. The different elements of these studies have been reviewed by
IRSN from 2000 to mid 2004. IRSN will provide to the safety authority its conclusive technical
appraisal at the end of 2005 on the basis of the file that Andra is to establish by Law of 1991
termination.

The long-term safety of radioactive waste repository (over periods of time of several thousands
years) is based on the "concentration and containment" strategy. Achievement of this strategy relies
partly on design options which must contribute to minimize disturbances caused by the repository in
order to preserve confinement properties of the different components. Among main disturbances are
chemical and mechanical interactions between different exogenous materials (cement, steel
components, bentonite), host rock and disposal facilities that may cause damage to the host rock, the
different barriers and the canisters. An other important issue for long-term safety is the feasibility of
seals and plugs to close the repository in order to limit advective water flux and mitigate possible
by-pass of the host rock. To back up its technical appraisal, IRSN carries out numerical modeling
activities aiming, on the one hand, at quantifying physical processes and interactions possibly
occurring in an underground repository and, on the second hand, at quantifying confinement
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capabilities of the different barriers.
Among numerical modeling activities performed, IRSN studies focus on the understanding of

transient processes as chemical and thermal interactions, dehydration/rehydration occurring during
drilling and after closure of the repository, gas production and migration through the different
components [1] and long term behavior of the EDZ in an indurated clay [2]. New and
high-performance numerical methods [3] are also under implementation in the MELODIE2 code to
improve resolution of coupled flow and transport equations for highly heterogeneous systems.

2. General modeling approach

Modeling approach such as developed by IRSN aims at providing quantitative outputs regarding :

- the intensity, extension and characteristic timescales of different disturbances due to hydraulical,
chemical, mechanical and thermal interactions between wastes, exogenous materials of disposal
components and host rock,

- the expected confinement capabilities of the different barriers accounting for disturbances listed
above and for various hydrogeological settings governing flow patterns.

This modeling strategy is part of a broader approach for assessing the long-term safety [4] based on
a stepwise process for building confidence in the confinement properties of a facility. This stepwise
process relies on three distinct steps :

- Assessment of the disturbances caused by the repository and their possible influence on the
performance of each barrier,

- Assessment of contribution of confinement barriers and repository design to the overall safety of
repository for both normal and altered evolutions of the disposal,

- Assessment of individual exposures possibly arising from radionuclides release and transfer to
biosphere.

From a practical point of view, numerical calculations are split into two kinds of calculations
associated respectively to "process level" modeling and "integrated level" modeling.

2.1. Process level modeling

Process level modeling is mainly performed at the vault scale and aims at understanding and
quantifying (extension, intensity and duration) processes playing a role in the evolution of the
containment properties of the different components of the repository (waste packages, containers,
engineered barriers, plugs and seals) and of the "near field" (part of the host rock submitted to
interactions). In complement, such modeling must provide data that enable simulating transport of
radionuclides through the repository and host rock to the biosphere.

2.2. Integrated level modeling

Integrated modeling is mainly devoted to simulate radionuclide transport through the total disposal
system. Such modeling is a convenient tool to assess ability of the design options to compensate
weaknesses of site features or the degradation of some key components. More precisely, the
importance of the components confinement capability with regard of the whole disposal system is
appraised by quantifying the attenuation of radionuclide flux for various component performances and

MELODIE is a 3D finite element/finite volume code developed by IRSN to simulate flow and transport of
radionuclides. It has been currently used in the framework of Euratom exercises (EVEREST, SPA, BENIPA and
on-going NF-PRO exercises).
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for various evolutions of the repository system, accounting for the disturbances studied at process
level. To better highlight the assets or drawbacks of the investigated components in limiting
radionuclides releases, dysfunctions of the repository as well as unfavorable features are postulated in
complement of the expected evolution of the system.

To illustrate this stepwise modeling approach and its ability to provide lessons for long term
performance assessment, two examples of numerical modeling performed by IRSN to assess on one
hand, influence of cement/clay interaction and on the second hand, the role played by engineered
barriers in the limitation of radionuclide migration are presented hereafter. These two examples relate
respectively to process and integrated level and are part of calculations performed by IRSN in the
framework of the BENIPA project [5]. -

Figure 1 represents the general disposal layout used to perform both calculations, process level
calculations being only focused on one part of the total model consisting in the small tunnel (as shown
on figure 1). The computer model features the main components of a generic repository design that
may constitute a preferential pathway for radionuclide migration in case of convective flow occurring
in the facility (access shaft, drifts and excavation damaged zone (EDZ) around shaft, drifts and
disposal tunnels) or aiming at avoiding or limiting such bypass (bentonite buffers, plugs and seals).
Properties of the clayey layer are those of the Opalinus Clay. Handling drift connects the shaft to the
tunnels which are excavated to dispose of the waste packages. Due to geomechanical response of the
rock, a fractured zone called excavation damaged zone (EDZ) develops around the tunnels. Handling
drift is only backfilled with permeable clay material extracted from the excavation whereas bentonite
and cement made engineered buffers surround the waste packages. Bentonite plugs and seals are
placed at the intersection between small tunnels and drift and inside the handling drift. They are
represented in the computer model in order to either intersect the EDZ or not. In order to increase the
possible advective regime inside the repository so as to emphasize the possible role of components on
global flux attenuation, an advective fault intersecting the end of the drift and connecting lower and
upper aquifers was postulated.

3. Cement/clay interactions modeling and lessons learnt for performance assessment

Cement is often included in disposal design for purpose of handling and mechanical support. This
material is chemically very different from bentonite and represents a potentially important source of
perturbation.

Reactive transport modeling was performed with the HYTEC3 computer code so as to assess such
chemical perturbations in the near-field. The simulations aimed at:

- identifying the main interaction processes and main modifications of the bentonite geochemistry,

- specifying the space and time scales of the perturbation,

- evaluating the consequences on radionuclide migration in terms of solubility limits (SL) and
distribution coefficients (Kd).

A focus was given in this set of calculations on bentonite/cement interactions for a normal evolution
scenario, that is considering diffusion-driven processes inside the disposal tunnel.

The computer model is part of the model of which layouts are described on figure 1 and consists of
a simplified representation of a short horizontal disposal tunnel (20-m long, 2.5-m in diameter) for
spent fuel. The waste package (60-cm in diameter) is surrounded with a bentonite buffer. A 5-m thick
bentonite plug, held by a 1-m thick cement wall, isolates these components from the handling drift. An
excavation damaged zone (1-m thick) around the tunnel is accounted for, as well as several meters of
undisturbed host-rock (for the definition of boundary conditions).

HYTEC is a coupled geochemicaiytransport code developed by the Paris School of Mines.
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Regarding the chemical buffer role of bentonite plug, when cement components surrounding the
plug are considered, the alkaline perturbation is partly absorbed by mineralogical transformations
occurring close to the interface (figure 2). However, bentonite barrier does not prevent a high-pH
plume from reaching the waste packages surface (figure 3).

Regarding its chemical containment role, bentonite provides favorable retention properties (Kd and
solubility limits) for a wide range of radionuclides. In presence of cement, though geochemical
perturbations are marked, no significant change of bentonite retention properties has been showed by
calculation for a given set of radionuclides (U, Tc, Np, Ra, Cs). But these results must be taken with
caution regarding the lack of data available at 70C° for sorption (except for Cs and Ra) and solubility
limit (Tc). So, even if it appears that alkaline plume should have only minor influence on the bentonite
containment properties for the radionuclides investigated, performance assessment should be
completed by further analyses regarding:

- the completion of thermodynamic databases at higher temperatures than ambient, to derive
consistent solubility limits and Kd,

- the impact of the alkaline plume on a larger set of radionuclides of concern,

- the influence of a non-uniform propagation of perturbations through interfaces acting as
preferential pathways for alkaline plume spread,

- the sensitivity of the intensity and extension of alkaline plume to cement characteristics (pH) and
to hydrological properties of components (De,ai),

- the coupling between chemistry and mechanics, concerning for example the changes in porosity
and the evolution of interfaces over large period of time...

4. Assessing the role of engineered barriers in the near field

On the basis of the computer model described in chapter 2, IRSN assessed the role, of bentonite
buffers and seals in preventing and limiting radionuclide migration. The computer code MELODIE
was used to simulate flow and transport of radionuclides. Three situations were investigated regarding
respectively three hydraulic cases :

- the expected evolution of the repository when all bentonite seals are efficient ( "reference" case ),

- a bypass via the EDZ of all seals in the drift ("badly-sealed" case),

- the absence of seals ("no seal" case).
Figure 4 shows normalized activity fluxes with respect of time (breakthrough curves) calculated at

the intersections (considered as intermediate outlets) between upper aquifer (the hydraulic gradient is
upward oriented) and respectively shaft and fault. These fluxes are the results of the migration of the
instantaneous release of activity from the disposal tunnels for the three hydraulic conditions
considered above. Fluxes are calculated both inside and around the repository. Chemical properties
(SL and Kd) of radionuclides are derived from process level study presented chapter 3.

Comparison between activity fluxes for both soluble non-sorbed 129I and soluble sorbed 135Cs for
the three hydraulic cases allows to better understand the functioning of engineered barriers, seals and
host-rock and to assess their relative influence on the limitation of fluxes. The following lessons can
be drawn.

- Role of seals: when seals are effective ("reference" case), handling drift and shaft play no
specific role in the transport of radionuclides and diffusive transport regime occurs through the
facility. But, if seals are bypassed by EDZ ("badly-seal" case), influence of enhanced transport of
activity through EDZ can be noted by earlier and higher released fluxes. For the "no seal" case,
the shapes of activity flux curves are characteristic of advective dominated regime through
handling drift and shaft which constitute a fast pathway for all radionuclides.

- Role of bentonite buffer: the role of bentonite buffer has been assessed for the "no seal" case
being the worst "hydraulic" case investigated in this study. In this case, sorption in bentonite
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buffer delays the migration of radionuclides released from the waste packages towards the
backfill and the EDZ for a limited period of time (less than 10,000 years for 135Cs). The sorption
efficiency of bentonite buffer is enhanced for medium-life radionuclides that decay during
transfer (such as 9iNb) and in some cases prevent the solubility limit to be reached (never reached
for strongly sorbed 107Pd, because sorption contributes to reduce the aqueous concentration).
Finer analyses show however that the attenuation effects are only relevant for the fluxes
occurring from waste packages near the tunnel entry. Indeed, radionuclide migration is mostly
controlled by hydraulic flow in EDZ surrounding the tunnel (except for highly sorbed
radionuclides),

Role of host rock: when seals are effective ("reference" case), host rock is the main
diffusive pathway and clay delays and spreads the amount of activity. Even for the "no seal"
case, host rock still contributes to reduce the amount of sorbed radionuclides able to reach the
shaft (by a factor of 10 for 135Cs) because of the high sorption capacities all along the handling
drift. In this case, host rock acts as a "sink" for sorbed radionuclides.

Lessons learnt for performance assessment can be summarized as follow:

Because seals are essential to ensure a diffusive regime in all the facility, sealing capabilities
must be justified and design options must preserve bentonite seals from alteration,

Bentonite buffer does not play significant role on the migration of non-sorbed and soluble
radionuclides (no significant hydraulic role of bentonite barrier surrounding the waste packages
has been found in the settings studied since dead-end tunnels are efficient to preserve diffusive
conditions inside EDZ),

For the sorbed radionuclides, retardation due to chemical properties of bentonite buffer has to be
compared to the retardation provided by the favourable "sink" effect due to retention properties
of host rock, EDZ and backfill so as to identify its added value,

As a consequence, the choice of bentonite buffer around canister has to be justified on the basis
of the assets it can provide (chemical role to prevent waste packages from alterations, barrier for
chemical interaction so as to protect favourable sorption properties of host rock in near field...)
in comparison with the drawbacks it may procure.

5. Conclusions

Complementarity between both modeling approaches provides interesting back up in assessing
repository safety by focusing on main issues to be dealt with. As a matter of fact, process level
modeling allows to simulate complex processes such as chemical interactions between exogenous
materials and to derive integrated parameters for performance assessment modeling (Kd, SL,
variations in space and time of barriers properties...). Performance assessment of different
components at the scale of the repository is based on integrated level modeling that enables to
calculate activity fluxes. Such modeling highlights the role played by the different components in
attenuating activity fluxes. But these quantifications must account for the uncertainties related to the
lack of data, to the knowledge of complex coupled phenomena as well as to the performance of the
components that may be accounted for at industrial scale. As a consequence, sensitivity analysis is an
important issue for building confidence in the lessons drawn from the modeling studies.
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Figure 3: pH evolution with time
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Figure 4. Normalised fluxes at the outlets (disposal
tunnels in the vicinity of a fault).
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